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Abstract. This paper discusses the problem of fitting non-parametric
unordered reduced data (i.e. a collection of interpolation points) with
piecewise-quadratic interpolation to estimate an unknown curve γ in
Euclidean space E 2 . The term reduced data stands for the situation in
which the corresponding interpolation knots are unavailable. The construction of ordering algorithm based on e-graph of points (i.e. a complete weighted graph using euclidean distances between points as respective weights) is introduced and tested here. The unordered set of input
points is transformed into an ordered one upon using a minimal spanning
tree (applicable for open curves). Once the order on points is imposed a
piecewise-quadratic interpolation γ̂2 combined with the so-called cumulative chords is used to fit our points. The entire scheme is tested initially
on sparse data. The experiments carried out for dense set of interpolation points and designed to test the asymptotics in γ approximation by
γ̂2 result in numerically computed cubic convergence order. The latter
coincides with already established asymptotics derived for γ estimation
via piecewise-quadratic interpolation based on ordered reduced data and
cumulative chords.

1

Introduction

In a classical interpolation setting, a sampled ordered data points Qm = {qi }m
i=0
with γ(ti ) = qi ∈ E n define the so-called parametric data ({ti }m
i=0 , Qm ). Here
we also assume to deal with a parametric curve γ : [0, T ] → E n with t0 = 0 and
tm = T < ∞. Once the corresponding interpolation knots {ti }m
i=0 are missing the
set Qm represents the so-called non-parametric data (or reduced data). Under
such circumstances the unknown knots {ti }m
i=0 must be first somehow estimated
m
by properly guessed {t̂i }m
≈
{t
}
.
The
latter combined with Qm permits to
i
i=0
i=0
apply a given interpolation scheme γ̂ : [0, T̂ ] → E n , with t̂0 = 0 and t̂m = T̂ .
It is also required here that ti < ti+1 and qi 6= qi+1 . In addition, the curve γ is
assumed to be regular (i.e. γ 0 6= 0) and of class C 3 . From now on we consider
and discuss the situation when n = 2, i.e. the case of interpolating planar curves.
We introduce now an interpolation scheme based on non-parametric unordered data Q̄m = {q̄i }m
i=0 (with permuted points from Qm ) for which natural

order of points in Qm (dictated by the condition qi = γ(ti )) is somehow lost.
Clearly, in order to estimate the unknown curve γ with an arbitrary interpolant
γ̂ : [0, T ] → E 2 based on Q̄m it is necessary to propose a proper ordering of points
in Q̄m (accounting for the geometry of Q̄m ) converting Q̄m into an ordered set
Q̂m = {q̂i }m
i=0 . This paper discusses a method designed to find such ordering
for open curves serving subsequently as an input to piecewise-quadratic interpolation γ̂ = γ̂2 used with the guessed knots {t̂i }m
i=0 according to the so-called
cumulative chords [1]. Initially, we present the examples for different planar
curves illustrating the proposed data fitting scheme implemented on sparse data
Q̄m . Finally, we test numerically the convergence order α in approximating γ
by γ̂2 based on dense Q̄m converted into Q̂m as prescribed in this paper. The
conducted tests suggest cubic order of convergence.
Specific examples for interpolating real life ordered (or unordered) reduced
data Qm (or Q̄m ) in computer graphics (light-source motion estimation or image
rendering), computer vision (image segmentation or video compression), geometry (trajectory, curvature of area estimation) or in engineering and physics (fast
particles’ motion estimation) can be found among all in [1], [2] and [3].

2

Problem Formulation and Motivation

Frequently, once dealing with real life reduced data (i.e. the collection of multidimensional points) the exact ordering of the points (whatever they represent)
remains unknown. Indeed, consider e.g. recognizing a shape in the picture as
shown in Fig. 1. A desired output forms an image of a dog built from various
curves (or lines). However, upon detecting data points Q̂m it is almost impossible to be certain of the proper intrinsic ordering. Nevertheless, still the latter is
a prerequisite to any interpolation scheme subsequently chosen to fit Q̄m . Thus
a strong need for a scheme to fit such unordered data arises naturally here.
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Fig. 1. a) Original image, b) points deducted from image using Mathematica tools, c)
points connected using curves, d) points connected using lines.

The second example refers to a medical image processing application. Consider e.g. a problem of encircling a tumor in the USG image (a classical segmentation problem). A physician marks a border of a tumor and the system
automatically passes an interpolating curve through it as seen in Fig.2. This

curve is meant to mimic the tumor boundary and serves as an automatic tumor segmentation tool. As it stands the data forms an ordered set Qm provided
the physician stores the order of the marked points. This may not be the case.
Additionally, another specialist may add later a point (or points) in the middle
(judged by him/her as vital for further medical examination). This would result
in unordered points Q̄m for which a need of imposing an appropriate ordering
reappear again.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Hamartoma mammae a) encircled without and b) with points ordering.

Before passing to the detailed description of the proposed algorithm designed
to order an unordered set of points Q̄m we recall a definition of the e-graph of
points (see [4]) which in turn is used as an auxiliary tool in the subsequent
interpolation scheme.
Definition 1. We call an e-graph of points based on the set of planar points P =
{(x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ), . . . , (xn , yn )} as the graph (V, E, f ) with
p V = {1, 2, . . . , n},
E = V 2 , f : {1, . . . , n}×{1, . . . , n} → R, where f (i, j) = (xi − xj )2 + (yi − yj )2 .
Obviously e-graph of points P p
has the corresponding adjacency matrix A ∈
Mn,n (R), A = [ai,j ], where ai,j = (xi − xj )2 + (yi − yj )2 .
Lemma 1. E-graph of points and the corresponding adjacency matrix can be
easily constructed from each other.
Proof. Step 1: Constructing adjacency matrix from given graph:
Let (V, E, f ) be e-graph of points, n = card(V ). Define A ∈ Mn,n (R), A = [ai,j ],
where ai,j = f (i, j). A is a needed matrix.
Step 2: Constructing graph from given adjacency matrix
Let A ∈ Mn,n (R), A = [ai,j ]. Define f : {1, . . . , n} × {1, . . . , n} → R, f (i, j) =
ai,j . ({1, 2, . . . , n}, {1, 2, . . . , n}2 , f ) is a needed graph.
t
u
Remark 1. Note that due to Lemma 1 an e-graph and adjacency matrix can be
used interchangeably.

Once the order of interpolation points is fixed with Q̂m = {q̂i }m
i=0 (appropriately permuted ordered points from Q̄m ) the corresponding approximating
knots {t̂i }m
i=0 can be chosen in accordance with cumulative chords (see [5]), for
i = 1, 2, . . . , m:
t̂0 = 0,
t̂i = t̂i−1 + kq̂i − q̂i−1 k.
(1)
Based on ({t̂i }m
i=0 , Qm ) an interpolation scheme γ̂ (in this paper chosen as a
piecewise-quadratic curve γ̂2 ) can be applied. A detailed description of piecewisequadratic Lagrange interpolation can be found e.g. in [6] or [7].

3
3.1

Description of the Algorithm
Example of Curves and Samplings

We introduce now the curves and samplings used later for testing both on sparse
and dense data Q̄m (and thus on Q̂m ). In particular the case when m → ∞ is
needed to perform numerical experiments to estimate the convergence order in
γ approximation by γ̂2 .
a) Curves:
Example 1. (i ) Define first a simple planar spiral γsp - see Fig. 3a:
γsp (t) = ((t + 0.2) cos(π(1 − t)), (t + 0.2) sin(π(1 − t))) ∈ E 2 , for t ∈ [0, 1], (2)
and also another planar spiral γspl - see Fig. 3b:
γspl (t) = ((6π − t) cos(t), (6π − t) sin(t)) ∈ E 2 , for t ∈ [0, 5π].
As easily verifiable both γsp and γspl are regular curves, i.e. curves for which
γ̇ 6= 0.
t
u
b) Samplings:
Three types of testing samplings (other random samplings can be found in [5])
are considered in this paper. They are needed to simulate the points qi = γ(ti )
(here {Qm }m
i=0 ) on the trajectory of γ. Once the points are generated their
implicit order marked by the ascending order of the interpolation knots {ti }m
i=0
is erased which renders the unordered set of reduced data Q̄m . This set in turn
will be latter converted to the ordered set Q̂m .
The first selected sampling for our tests is a uniform sampling (for 0 ≤ i ≤ m):
ti =
The second sampling applied reads as:

i

m,
1
ti = mi + 2m

i
1
m − 2m

i
.
m

if i is even,
if i = 4k + 1,
if i = 4k + 3.

(3)

(4)
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Fig. 3. The trajectories of the testing curves: a) γsp , b) γspl .

The last sampling considered here is defined as follows:
ti =

i
(−1)i+1
+
.
m
3m

(5)

Note that all samplings (3), (4) and (5) meet a requirement on general samplings permitting legal distribution of {ti }m
i=0 . Namely, the following necessary
admissibility condition must hold (if asymptotical analysis is to be later performed):
lim δm = 0, where δm = max (ti+1 − ti ).
(6)
m→∞

0≤i≤m−1

t
u
3.2

Open curves

In this subsection we assume to deal with the open curves. First let us define an
open curve.
Definition 2. The curve γ : [a, b] → Rn is called open if γ(a) 6= γ(b) (see [8]).
If curve γ is closed (i.e. γ(a) = γ(b)), the experiments showed that our
algorithm converting Q̄m into Q̂m does not perform so well and this remains an
open problem.
The algorithm enforcing an order in a given set of points Q̄m (rendering
ordered set Q̂m ) is formulated below. Subsequently this procedure is used later
for interpolating Q̂m (and thus also Q̄m ).
In Algorithm 1, ε is to be chosen arbitrarily small (to prevent loops to appear).
One can easily see that Algorithm 1 is also well defined for an arbitrary
Euclidean E n space. However, the effectiveness in E n spaces other than E 2 is
not a subject of this paper.

Algorithm 1 Finding order of interpolation points for open curves
1: function Find ordering of points(point set : set of points )
2:
graphMatrix ← {}
3:
for i = 1; i ≤ Length(point set); i++ do
4:
Append {} to end of graphMatrix
5:
for k = 1; i ≤ Length(point set); k++ do
6:
e ← euclidean distance between i-th and k-th points in point set
7:
if e < ε then
8:
e←∞
9:
if i == k then
10:
e←∞
11:
Append e to end of graphMatrix[i]
12:
g ← graph based on graphMatrix as its weighted adjacency matrix
13:
tree ← minimal spanning tree of graph g
14:
root ← first node of tree
15:
ordering ← order of vertices in g based on depth first scan using root as starting
point
16: return point set ordered by ordering

At this point we illustrate the execution of the above Algorithm 1. In doing
so, consider γsp defined as in (2) to be sampled uniformly (3) with m = 10 (the
number of interpolation points is 11). The interpolation knots {ti }10
i=0 are as
follows:


1 1 3 2 1 3 7 4 9
A = 0, , , , , , , , , , 1 ,
10 5 10 5 2 5 10 5 10
which ultimately yields the points {(ti , γsp (ti ))}10
i=0 positioned on the trajectory
of the curve γsp :
Q10 = γsp (A) ={(−0.2000, 0.0000), (−0.2853, 0.09271), (−0.3236, 0.2351),
(−0.2939, 0.4045), (−0.1854, 0.5706), (0.0000, 0.7000),
(0.2472, 0.7608), (0.5290, 0.7281), (0.8090, 0.5877)
(1.0461, 0.3399), (1.2000, 0.0000)} ⊂ R2 .
To simulate now the unordered set Q̄10 we apply an arbitrary permutation of
the set of {0, 1, 2, . . . , 10}:


0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
P =
.
5 6 4 10 0 3 9 2 1 8 7
This permutation results in the following random ordering of points:
Q̄10 = γsp (A)P =((0.0000, 0.7000), (0.2472, 0.7608), (−0.1854, 0.5706),
(1.2000, 0.0000), (−0.2000, 0.0000), (−0.2939, 0.4045),
(1.0462, 0.3399), (−0.3236, 0.2351), (−0.2853, 0.0927),
(0.8090, 0.5877), (0.5290, 0.7281)).

In the next step, based on Q̄m (see also Definition 1), an e-graph GQ̄m from these
points can be created with the corresponding adjacency matrix (see Remark 1):


∞ 0.255 0.226 1.39 0.728 0.417 1.11 0.566 0.671 0.817 0.53
 0.255 ∞ 0.473 1.22 0.883 0.648 0.903 0.776 0.854 0.588 0.284 


 0.226 0.473 ∞ 1.5 0.571 0.198 1.25 0.363 0.488 0.995 0.732 


 1.39 1.22 1.5 ∞ 1.4 1.55 0.373 1.54 1.49 0.706 0.99 


 0.728 0.883 0.571 1.4 ∞ 0.415 1.29 0.266 0.126 1.17 1.03 



AQ̄m = 
 0.417 0.648 0.198 1.55 0.415 ∞ 1.34 0.172 0.312 1.12 0.884  .
 1.11 0.903 1.25 0.373 1.29 1.34 ∞ 1.37 1.35 0.343 0.647 


 0.566 0.776 0.363 1.54 0.266 0.172 1.37 ∞ 0.147 1.19 0.985 


 0.671 0.854 0.488 1.49 0.126 0.312 1.35 0.147 ∞ 1.2 1.03 


 0.817 0.588 0.995 0.706 1.17 1.12 0.343 1.19 1.2 ∞ 0.313 
0.53 0.284 0.732 0.99 1.03 0.884 0.647 0.985 1.03 0.313 ∞
The respective e-graph GQ̄m together with the associated weights (taken accordingly from AQ̄m ) can be seen in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. E-graph created from points γsp (A)P .

The minimal spanning tree (see [4]) generated from this graph can be seen
on Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Minimal spanning tree of e-graph created from points γsp (A)P .

The minimal tree from Fig. 5 is highlighted on graph in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. E-graph created from points γsp (A)P with highlighted minimal spanning tree.

Having found the minimal tree, we can naturally enforce the ordering in
Q̄m since the depth first scan through graph yields the desired points in order
(see [4]). Consequently our scheme results in the explicit ordering of the points
(rendering therefore the set Q̂m ):

((1.2000, 0.000), (1.0461, 0.3399), (0.8090, 0.5878),
(0.5290, 0.7281), (0.2472, 0.7608), (0.0000, 0.7000),
(−0.1854, 0.5706), (−0.2939, 0.4045), (−0.32360, 0.2351),
(−0.2853, 0.09271), (−0.2000, 0.0000)).

In the last step a piecewise-quadratic Lagrange interpolation γ̂2 is invoked
(with {t̂i }m
i=0 defined according to (1)) and based on either ordered or unordered
set of reduced data i.e. either on Q̂m or on Q̄m , respectively. The interpolating
curves are presented in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. a) Interpolation based on γsp (A)P without and b) with points ordering

One can easily see that ordering of points is the reverse original order. Which
does not matter for the interpolation - trajectory is the same, however the curve
γ̂2 passes in the opposite direction. Therefore the generated interpolant is optimal
for these points, i.e. the same as generated from the points with original ordering.
t
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We exploit here one particular phenomenon - when given points are forming
open curve, it is safe to assume that minimal spanning tree of e-graph is actually
a linear graph. Therefore from our observation and asymptotic testing, minimal
spanning tree of e-graph generates an optimal ordering of points. This result
combined with proven theorem from [7] lay foundations to the formulation of
the following conjectured result (to hold asymptotically):
Theorem 1. Let a regular γ ∈ C 3 be sampled according to the admissibility
condition (6). Assume Algorithm 1 for unordered reduced data Q̄m yields Q̂m
with ordering coinciding with the unknown interpolation knots {ti }m
i=0 . Then a
piecewise-quadratic interpolant γ̂2 : [0, T̂ ] → E 2 fitting Q̂m with {t̂i }m
i=0 (see (1)
built on Q̂m ) renders:
3
γ̂2 ◦ ψ = γ + O(δm
),
(7)
where ψ : [0, T ] → [0, T̂ ] is a piecewise-quadratic Lagrange interpolant defined as
in [9].
It should be underlined here that ψ is not needed for the construction of
the Algorithm 1 and the interpolant γ̂2 based on unordered data Q̄m . However,
to test numerically (or for proving analytically Th. 1) it is necessary to introduce such reparameterization as both curves γ and γ̂2 need to be compared
only over the same domain [0, T ]. The interpolant in question γ̂2 is evidently
defined over external domain [0, T̂ ], which generically does not coincide with the
internal one i.e. with [0, T ]. The function ψ is defined here a sum-track of the
ψi : [ti , ti+2 ] → [t̂i , t̂i+3 ] (with i = 2k), where each ψi is a quadratic satisfying
ψi (ti+j ) = t̂i+j , for j = 0, 1, 2. Note also that if the order of Q̂m is the same as
{ti }m
i=0 then ψi preserves the γ motion along t and (7) examines a real difference
between the interpolant γ̂2 and the curve γ. Our conjecture is that for reasonable
curves, admissible samplings {ti }m
i=0 and dense data Q̄m the Algorithm 1 determines the set Q̄m having the same order as original interpolation knots {ti }m
i=0

- this remains still an open problem to be resolved analytically. However, the
numerical test performed in the next section confirm the above fact, at least for
all samplings and curves considered in this paper. Once the latter is achieved
the asymptotics in (7) follows from [9]. Finally, note that ψ should be a reparameterization, which also is proved not always to hold in [9]. A recent result
[10] formulates sufficient conditions imposed on {ti }m
i=0 to guarantee that ψ is a
genuine reparameterization. Note that the corresponding result established for
ordered data points Qm is also discussed in [7]. In the next section the numerical
verification of Theorem 1 is experimentally accomplished.

4

Experiments

Our tests are performed in Mathematica 10.0.0 using Intel Core i7 3.5 GHz
processor with 32 GiB of RAM.
We introduce now a formal definition of convergence orders.

Definition 3. Consider the family Fδm : [0, T ] → E n (in our case Fδm = (γ̂ ◦
α
α
) (where k·k denotes the
ψ − γ)(t)). We say that Fδm = O(δm
) if kFα k= O(δm
α
, for
Euclidean norm). The latter can be reformulated to: ∃K>0 ∃δ̄ kFδm k≤ Kδm
all δm ∈ (0, δ̄) and t ∈ [0, T ].
−α
α
), for
Since T = Σm
= O(δm
i=1 (ti+1 − ti ) ≤ mδm the following holds m
arbitrary α > 0 mentioned in Definition 3 (see also [7]). Therefore, for the
α
) it is sufficient to
verification of any asymptotics expressed in terms of O(δm
α
examine the claims of Th. 1 in terms of O(1/m ) asymptotics.
Recall that for a parametric smooth planar curve γ : [0, T ] → E 2 (with [0, T ]
compact) and m varying between mmin ≤ m ≤ mmax the i-th component of the
error for γ estimation by γ̂ i is defined as follows:
i
Em
=

sup

k(γ̂ i ◦ ψi )(t) − γ(t)k=

t∈[ti ,ti+2 ]

max k(γ̂ i ◦ ψi )(t) − γ(t)k.

(8)

t∈[ti ,ti+2 ]

The maximal value Em for each m = 2k is found by using Mathematica numerical optimization function: NMaximize [11]. From the set of absom=mmax
lute errors {Em }m=m
the numerical estimate of α is calculated using a linmin
ear regression applied to the collection of points (log(m), − log(Em )) (where
mmin ≤ m ≤ mmax ). The Mathematica’s built-in function LinearModelFit renders the estimated coefficient α from the computed regression line y(x) = α̂x+b.
The results estimating α from (7) are presented in Table 1 for three types of samplings: (3), (5), (4) and two testing curves γsp and γspl using ε = 0.001 introduced
in Algorithm 1.

Curve
Sampling
α̂ ≈ α
γsp
(3)
3.017
γsp
(5)
3.021
γsp
(4)
3.015
γspl
(3)
3.015
γspl
(5)
3.017
γspl
(4)
3.02
Table 1. Result of numerical experiments

Tests (performed with m ∈ {151, . . . , 181}) shown in Table 1 visibly confirm
Theorem 1.

5

Conclusion

In this paper we verify numerically the asymptotics (7) from Theorem 1. In doing so, first an Algorithm 1 for generating an interpolation scheme γ̂2 based on
planar unordered reduced data set Q̄m = {q̄i }m
i=0 is introduced. More specifically, Lagrange piecewise-quadratic interpolation γ̂2 combined with cumulative
chords and a procedure of converting unordered reduced data Q̄m into ordered
reduced data Q̂m are introduced and tested on both sparse and dense data.
Additionally, our experiments confirm cubic order of convergence in trajectory
approximation by the proposed data fitting scheme. This asymptotic results coincides with already proved one for the ordered data Qm - see [9]. Naturally, the
data fitting scheme in question is extendable to other interpolation schemes and
to multidimensional unordered reduced data.
The open problems include interpolating the ordered reduced data positioned
on the trajectory of closed curve γ. The theoretical proof of asymptotics observed
and verified here forms another possible research task. This would immediately
follow once we find sufficient conditions guaranteeing that asymptotically the
ordering in Q̂m coincides with the order of interpolation knots. This is our conjecture and it remains as another open problem. One can also analyze the asymptotics in approximating other geometrical features including length (see e.g. [12]
or [13]) or curvature of γ. Finally, the next open problem may include testing
effectiveness of our data fitting algorithm in E 3 (or in E n ).
More discussion on applications (including real data examples - see [2] or
[14]) and theory of non-reduced data interpolation can be found in [3], [5], [15],
[16], [17], [18], [19], [20] or [21]. In particular different parameterizations {t̂}m
i=0
of the unknown interpolation knots {t}m
i=0 are discussed e.g. in [1], [22], [23] or
[24].
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